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MODULE                                                                      PART- A 

1 Clutches: Function, types; Friction clutches – torque capacity based on 

uniform pressure and uniform wear theory for disc and cone clutch; Centrifugal 

clutch; Friction materials; Considerations for heat dissipation. 

2 Brakes: Function, types; pivoted block brake (single and double block brakes), 

internal expanding shoe brake, self energizing and self locking; Pivoted block 

brake; Band brake-simple and differential; Energy equation for braking time 

calculation; Magnetic and hydraulic thruster operated fail-safe brakes; Brake 

lining materials; Thermal considerations during braking. 

3 Gears: Design objectives, types, terminologies, conjugate action and involute 

tooth profile, tooth systems, Standard modules; Gear materials. 

Spur Gear : Strength design, static and dynamic considerations in strength 

design, Lewis formula, Lewis form factor, beam strength, Buckingham 

equation for dynamic tooth load; Endurance strength and wear strength; 

Designing a pinion based on above considerations; Helical Gear: Helix angle, 

minimum face width, virtual number of teeth; Strength design, Buckingham 

Formulae for checking dynamic load and wear load. 

4 Bevel Gear: Terminologies, formative number of teeth; Lewis equation, 

dynamic load, endurance strength And wear strength checking. 

Worm- worm wheel: Terminologies and their inter-relation; Preferred 

combination of various parameters; Efficiency; Materials. 

PART- B 

5 Pressure vessels– thin cylinder, thick cylinder, Lame’s equation, Clavarino’s 

equation, Birnie’s equation, Autofrettage– compound cylinders, End Covers, 

Opening in pressure vessel – area compensation method, Fired and unfired 

vessels – category, Industrial Code. 



 

 

6 Flywheel design for application to: (i) Punching press; (ii) 2-stroke engine; (iii) 

4-stroke engine, Torque analysis, Solid disc and rimmed flywheel 

7 Sliding contact bearings: Bearing types and materials; Stribeck Curve, Petroff 

equation, Hydrodynamic lubrication theory - pressure development; Tower 

experiment, Reynolds equation, Finite bearings – Raimondi- Boyd charts, 

Design factors/variables, Heat generation & dissipation; Hydrostatic bearing; 

Plummer block. 

8 Rolling contact bearings: Bearing types, nature of load; Static and dynamic 

load capacity, Stribeck equation,Load - Life relation; Bearing selection from 

manufacturers’ catalogues; Methods of lubrication; Bearing mounting on 

journal and bearing block. 

 

 


